• Any formal testcase-generation method is based on the solution of logical constraints.
• Limits of constraint solvers hamper testcasegeneration techniques.
Conclusion:
=⇒ Testing should be integrated as automatic tactic in an interactive theorem proving environment =⇒ Testing and Verification may converge by using Explicit Test Hypothesis THYP's =⇒ Correct Tool (cons. Embedding., derived rules)
How to use HOL-TestGen
The abstract workflow of HOL-TestGen is divided into four phases: 
where testcases TC i have the form
and where THYP's are test-hypotheses, e.g. the uniformity hypothesis
3. Generation of test-data, e.g. finding solutions for the testcases by finding ground instances for x eliminating the PRE i . This is essentially a constraint resolution problem (using arithmetic solvers, random generators, . . . )
Generating a test-harness

Run of test harness and 6. Generation of test document
Black-Box Testing: An Example
Red-black trees store the balancing information in one additional bit per node, which is called the "color of a node". A valid (balanced) red-black tree must among others fulfill the invariant: For testing that insertion or deletion (prog) fulfill the black invariant we write the following test specification:
test spec "(isord t∧isin y t∧strong redinv t∧ blackinv t ) −→ (blackinv(prog(y, t ))) "
Black-Box Testing: Methodology
• Problem: Datatype depth 3 not appropriate for a systematic test.
• Model-check approach: set depth 4, and let the random solver run for 10 hours . . .
• Provide abstract test-data approach: Study the test, find and prove (automatically!) (system depth 4, 10 min.)
• Massage test-theorems with TP approach: (involves understanding gen_test_cases and theorem proving. Systematic test exploration of depth 5)
White-Box Testing: Foundation
How can this be applied for white-box-testing of imperative programs?
• Answer: Take IMP, prove a path unwind theorem
• Consequence: 
